Around III-Vs  by unknown
compound
semiconductor
Recently introduced in China by is some
Microsoft Wizard software designed to help
writers, not native in English, to write better
English. Called the English Writing Wizard,
it addresses the tricky task of giving sugges-
tions to someone who has little or no ability
to distinguish between good and bad
advice. The Wizard is more akin to gram-
mar checkers, enhanced to work with peo-
ple not native in English. The writer can
type it directly in Chinese and get a high-
quality translation. The Wizard is authored
by Ming Zhou, a natural language process-
ing and machine translation specialist at
Microsoft Research Asia in Beijing.
Previously he was a computer science pro-
fessor at Tsinghua University, designed soft-
ware to translate between Chinese and
Japanese and designed  CEMT-I system, a
first Chinese-English machine translation 
The Writing Wizard is not yet integrated
into a word processor running like old time
checkers. “We would like to improve the
automation and integration,” Zhou says of
a tool that is sold only in China to large
corporates. Now he is reported to want to
add more languages to the system’s reper-
toire; Japanese and Korean probably first. 
Could someone now please, supply a
Chinese for English speakers and writers
Wizard ?  Come to that, where’s a list of
Chinese III-Vs  experts to cope on confer-
ence talks for English speakers?
Atoms protest a ‘switch’
The whole bottom up or top down nano
construction is intriguing.  But the idea that
sound has a role here is amazing which is
what NIST reveals in its new method for
placing individual atoms in precise loca-
tions on a crystal surface. Using a custom-
built, cryogenic STM to move a cobalt atom
around on a bed of copper atoms, closely
packed in a lattice pattern, researchers dis-
covered the cobalt atom responds both to
the STM tip and  copper surface.It ‘hops’
back and forward between nearby bonding
sites. With slight increases in the current
flowing through the tip to the atom, scien-
tists were able to make the atom heat up,
vibrate and weaken the cobalt-copper
bonds. This induced the atom to hop bet-
ween the two types of lattice sites, the rate
of transfer controlled by the amount of flow-
ing current.
Using the technique the cobalt atom could
be trapped in a lattice site that the atom
normally avoids. Atoms apparently emit a
characteristic electronic ‘noise’ as they
moved between two different types of bond-
ing sites.  By converting this signal into an
audio signal, researchers were able to
‘hear’ the switching take place. The sound
of the ‘protesting’ atom also gives rise to
the scratching sound that resembles a ‘hip
hop’ musician’s rhythmic ‘scratching’ and
can be used by researchers to know that
atoms have moved into desired positions.
Wave fights wave
Project MaxWave started to confirm the
existence of rogue ocean waves, model
how they occur and consider their implica-
tions for ships and offshore structure design.
Data has came from ESA’s ERS radar satel-
lites (both with Synthetic Aperture Radar
which can ‘see’ in all weathers.) 
SAR works in wave mode over the ocean,
acquiring 10x5 km ‘imagettes’ of the sea
surface every 200 km.  “These depict the
individual wave heights, including the
extremes,” said Wolfgang Rosenthal - senior
scientist with the GKSS Forschungszentrum
GmbH research centre, Germany. “Some
30,000 imagettes were processed and
automatically searched for extreme waves
at the German Aerospace Centre (DLR).” 
The MaxWave team identified more than
10 individual giants around the globe
above 25 metres in height. “Having proved
they existed, in higher numbers than expect-
ed, the next step is to analyse if they can
be forecasted.” 
A new project, WaveAtlas runs to 2005 using
two years worth of ERS images to create a
worldwide atlas of rogue wave events and
carry out statistical analyses. “We know some
of the reasons for the rogue waves, but we do
not know them all,” Rosenthal concludes.
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Around III-Vs
Academic conference organisers do have a tough time. First they have to
try to find experts in a specific niche, then experts who can also deliver in
English? Perhaps the time has come for the emergence of the compound 
semiconductor expert simultaneous translator?  The required languages are
clearly Russian, Japanese, Chinese, Korean et al.
A rogue wave breaks on supertanker Esso
Languedoc taken by first mate Philippe Lijour in
a storm of Durban, RSA.  The starboard mast
stands 25 metres above mean sea level. Mean
wave height at  was between 5-10 metres.
Credit: Philippe Lijour
